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HOCKEY PRINTABLES 

HTTP://WWW.PRINTACTIVITIES.COM/THEME-PRINTABLES/HOCKEY-PRINTABLES.HTML 

The following hockey printables are excellent activities for kids to enjoy their 
favorite sport. The printable activity pages currently available on this site are 
word search puzzles, dot-to-dot printables, hockey coloring pages, and preschool 
tracing pages. Print and enjoy these fun and educational hockey pages with your 
pre-school, kindergarten, or grade school kids! 
Hockey is a fun sport that can be enjoyed by people of all ages, from preschool 
to grade school and beyond. Hockey printables are great activity pages and 
worksheets for doing after school, at a restaurant, on a long car ride, or anywhere 
the child may have some time. Close or minimize the hockey printables activity 
window to return to this page. Have fun!  
 
Hockey Word Search Puzzles 
Words about hockey 
NHL Team Names 
NHL Cities 
 
Hockey Mazes 
 
Traditional Mazes 
Skate Maze: Help the hockey player take a shot on net. 
NHL Maze - Guide the player to the net 
Hockey Player Maze: Shoot the puck thru the maze towards to goalie. 
Hockey Player Maze: Guide the hockey player thru the maze to win gold. 
Stanley Cup Hockey Maze: Get the player thru the maze to win the Stanley Cup. 
Hockey Fight Maze: Get through the hockey fight to the goal 
 
Counting Mazes 
Counting By 1s Maze: Help the hockey player pass to his teammate. 
Counting By 2s Maze: Take a shot on the net. 
Counting By 3s Maze: Guide the puck to the hockey net. 
Counting By 4s Maze: Get on the ice to help your teammate. 
Counting By 5s Maze: Help ball hockey player make a pass. 
 
Hockey Dot to Dot Puzzle 
Hockey stick and puck (1-18) 
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Hockey Crypto-Families Puzzles 
Crypto-families are lists of words that are encrypted by letter substitutions. For 
example all A's may be replaced with Q's, all B's with R's, etc. Each family of 
words uses a different letter substitution encryption. There are puzzle pages and 
a solution page. One puzzle page has 4 lists, but no clues to the words other 
than the title. The second puzzle page has three crypto-families and a list of all 
the words from the three lists (in alphabetical order). This will be easier for 
younger kids who may find the encryption difficult to solve.  
4 Hockey Crypto-Families: General Words, Equipment, NHL Teams, NHL Cities 
3 Crypto-Families + Word List: General Words, Equipment, NHL Teams 
Solutions 
 
Hockey Cryptogram Puzzles 
The printable cryptogram puzzles use letter substitutions to create the puzzles. 
For example all A's may be replaced with Q's, all B's with R's, etc. With 
cryptogram puzzles, whole sentences or even paragraphs are encrypted. Each 
printable cryptogram puzzle uses a different letter substitution encryption. There 
is 1 puzzle page with 3 cryptogram puzzles and a solution page.  
Hockey Cryptograms 2  Solutions 
 
Hockey Word Scramble Puzzles 
Each Word Jumble page has four puzzles. The first page of jumbles is all about 
hockey. The second page is a winter sports themed page with one hockey word 
jumble. Solve the first 4 jumbles of each puzzle to get the letters for the final 
answer of each puzzle. 
Puzzle 1: General Hockey words, Equipment, NHL Eastern Teams, NHL Western 
Teams 
Puzzle 2: Hockey, Figure Skating, Speed Skating, Skiing 
 
Hockey Boggle Pages 
Boggle is the classic word game where you try to find as many words in the grid 
of letters as you can. The person with the most and/or longest unique words in 
their list wins the boggle game. For more details on how to play boggle: Boggle 
Word Game Instructions 
 
Hockey Coloring Pages 
Goalie in net 
Goalie making a save 
Girl Hockey Player 1 
Girl Hockey Player 2 
Hockey player with eyes on the play 
2 Celebrating Players 
Celebrating Player 
Referee 
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Referee and player 
2 Players  
2 Players Shaking Hands  
Ice Cleaner 
... more Hockey coloring pages 
Hockey Tracing Page  Hockey Traceable: Trace the paths to the net 
Hockey Coloring Pages   http://www.coloring.ws/hockey.htm 
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